Language and Learning

By Anna McCreedy
CET Academic Programs
CET Mission:

° To create intensive study abroad programs for students who choose to be challenged, both academically and experientially
° To immerse students in the programs’ off-the-beaten-path locations and unique subject matter
° To equip students with new skills, broader perspectives and an appreciation of cultural differences
° To create study abroad innovations for the field
Language Emphasis

- Rigorous academics
- Chinese roommate
- Organized activities
Language Pledge

° All Chinese, all the time
° Three strike rule
° Total immersion
° Rapid improvement
China: Uncharted Territory
Learning Chinese

- Escaping the tourist label
- Meeting new people
- Exploring the culture
Spring Break
A New Confidence

With CET...  and independently
Language in a foreign country is a vital way to:
- Understand the culture
- Integrate into the society
- Full immersion
Thank you for your attention!